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Let us begin by poiming out a simple facr. While both in China and Korea the categories of“Chinese 

philosophy" and “Korean philosophy" are rerrospectively recognized as formal terms and currenrly used， the 

Japanese academia， until now， does not use the term “Japanese philosophy.プMyfirst question is， why did 

the divergence take pl孟ceand what was the socio-historical background for this divergence? sased on this 

query， we will then expand the field of our investigation into the domain of ethics and aesrhetics. 1his will 

provide us with a basic understanding of“knowledge" in the Far-Easrern culrural sphere in the modern era. 

百lIswill also lead us to the question of translatability ofkey concepts in Asi乱nculrures and， in extension， the 

“possibilities" ofOriemal philosophies must be examined.“Possibilities" here imply at least three questions. 

First: is the Western philosophical rradition capable of referring to出eOriemal rradition? Second: can 

the Occidental academic tradition of referring to the Orient be regarded as comparible with the scheme 

of “dialogue" between出eEast and the West? And third: In what way can global reciprocity be arrainable 

without being caught by the hidden desire of “monopolizing" rhe knowledge for rhe benefit of rhose who 

possess it? 

1. Philosophia Comes to East-Asia 

百lererm哲学 (tetsu-gaku)was invented by a Japanese， Nishi Amane西周(1829-1897)in 1860 as 

the translation of出eWestern term予hilosophy." China accepted rhe same neologism哲学(zhe却 e)in 

the 1890s and the same combination of the twO Chinese characters was transmirred to Korea by 1884. The 

Chinese character zhe is a combination of“clear-cut" and “mouth" (bien articule oralement)， from which is 

derived the secondary meaning designating a person bestowed wirh wisdom in the Confucian rradition. 

“Xue" means a house where knowledge is rransmirred from the master to the disciple. Previously， Nishi had 

proposed the term希哲学 (ki-te仰 -gaku)，[probably named afrer a passage by the Chinese Neo-Confucian 

scholar， Zhou Liむl-xi周擁渓 (1017-1073)]， namely “a person worthy of the name cherishes cleverness" 

(literal translation) (Bian 2005:89)百lefirst character xi希 correspondsto出eGreek notion of“philo-" in 
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Chinese. Bur the notion of “philo" could not survive， probably because of the ]apanese preference for rwo-

word terms in idiom formation (Yabu 2005). 

Etymologically，出eterm which lacks in“philo" may be a mistranslation as it means literally “sophist 

learning;" that is precisely the opposite of what Socr孟tessearched for. Yet zhe may also be interpreted as 

an abbreviated form of“先哲"i.e.“teachers in intellect，" which would be in consonance with the idea of 

‘following faithfully the track of one's master.' And yet one should keep in mind that Nishi was strongly 

impressed by the contrast berween rhe Chinese cl且.ssicalConfuci叩 learningand Western philosophy. For 

him， rhe progress made by C01)1te's positivism and Mill's inductive method were a revelation. To his eye， 

even the Neo-Confucianism of the Sung Dynasty looked ourmoded and remained in stagnation， as it was 

lacking in renew孟1and innovation. In contrast， the Western philosophy which he absorbed while in the 

Netherlands was perceived as making steady progress through the tradition of fair debates. 

百lUS“philosophy"w且srecognized by the ]ap叩 eseof the mid-19，h century as a new Western scholarly 

method which stood in sharp contrast to the Chinese Confucianism in stagnation. According to Nishi， 

Confucianism is "deductive" in its application of personal moral to the rules of rhe society as a whole， 

whereas Western philosophy is "inductive" in its search for the truth in accordance with Western natural 

science， where judgments were based on observations and analysis. Bur Nishi's pro-Western stance wa.s 

challenged by one of his colleagues. Nishimura Shigeki西村茂樹(1828ー1902)，who also studied with 

Nishi in Holland， referred to several shortcomings of the Western philosophy in relation to Chinese scholar-

ship. While Western philosophy purs emphasis on 官nowledge"(知 zhi)，it tends to overlook the、crion"
(行 hang)，and it does not much care about“purifying the spirit" (洗心 xianxin).百lUS，Nishimura found 

Western philosophy to be lacking in ethical dimension， if it were to be judged on rhe basis of rhe Chinese 

criteria. Clearly Nishimura is referring to出eNeo-Confucianism ofWang Yang-ming王陽明(1472-1528)

who claimed that the concordance of thinking and doing (知行合一)is essential in erhical judgment. 

Nishimura's reservation may well be compared with Aristot!e who included出eory(he theoretike episteme) 

and praxis (he praktike円pisteme)in the category of episteme. And yet， it may be fair to observe that even 

nowadays Chinese scholars tend to thi此 thatethical dimension (人倫)is relatively lacking in the Western 

philosophical tradition (which stands in sharp contrast to the Western accusation of the Chinese lacking in 

respect for huma 

1-1 Invention of Oriental Phi!osophy 

Here， we look at one of the cultural conRicts which occurred at the introduction ofWestern philoso-

phy in the non-Western， and in this context， the Far-Eastern cu!tural sphere・Inthe formative years of rhe 

]ap叩岱e'modern' academia undergoing Westernization from around the 1880s， philosophy was first estab-

lished as a university discipline. Let us have a brieflook at the first generation. Okakura Tenshin岡倉天心

(1863-1913)， the ]apanese pioneer ofWestern style art historical study， wa.s one of the first graduates丘om

theTo防oUniversity. He is known to have learned Hegelian philosophy from an American Professor E. F. 
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Fenollosa (1853ー1908)before his graduation in 1880.百lecourses for “Indian and Chinese Philosophies" 

were introduced in the following year in 1881 in the Department of Philosophy side by side with “Western 

Philosophy" in出eFaculry of Letters百lenotion of “Oriental Philosophy"東洋哲学 waspromoted by 

Inoue Tetsujir凸井上哲次郎(1855-1944)，the五rstrecipient of the Chair of Philosophy. Clearly， Inoue felt 

the necessiry of supplementing Western discipline with Eastern traditions and he coined the term of “Ori-

ental Philosophy" by way of analogy. Behind his intention of establishing a “synthesis of the East and the 

West，" we may detect his nationalistic intention:τhe East should show出atit is perfecdy equipped with an 

equivalent ofWestern philosophical tradition which can rival the West. 1hough his乱pproachis criticized 

as superficial and judged syncretic at best， Inoue nonerneless made it clear that a passive acceptance of the 

Western academic discipline was not enough for an Eastern nation-state to modernize its scholarly oudook 

(Shimomura 1965/2005:22). 

Curiously， however，“]apanese Philosophy" was absent in the curriculum proposed by Inoue， and ir 

remains so until today. For more than 120 years since the founding days， ir seems thar rhe Department of 

Philosophy in ]apanese universities is satisfied with rne triple subdivision into Western， Indian and Chinese 

philosophies.百leIndian Philosophy Department succeeded domestic siddham srudies in Buddhisr remples 

(since the 9'h century) and grafted to it Western philology consisting of srudies in Sanskrit and Pali texts. 

1he Chinese Philosophy Department m証intainedmore or less faithfully the legacy of exegesis of Chinese 

Confucian or 1:乱oistclassics， without being strongly influenced by Western scholarship. Meanwhile， Western 

philosophy in ]apan mainly consisted of translating important classics and expounding them. 1hough it is 

commonly said rhat philosophieren (in German term) was in fashion among srudents in the pre-war period， 

Western sryle meditation or reflection did not direcdy rake roor in ]apan but gave way eirher to rhe Zen 

Bud必lIsrpractice or to the fairn in Christianiry through conversion. 

Predominant in rhe pre-war high school study in humaniries (which covered only less rhan 5 percent 

of the population) was a scholastic philology which was conducred rhrough rhe reading ofWesrern original 

texts such as Descartes， Kanr and Schopenhauer， nor to mention Socrares， Plato and Aristode. It may be 

worth mentioning mar， here again， rhe Wesrern idea of "philology，" highly appreciated by Nishi Arn叩e，

was surreptitiously replaced by rhe kind of exegesis which Nishi despised in his Confucian le♀rmng.百le

mericulous reading of the classics and rhe 紅白mprro translare rhem into ]apanese (which were quite 

ofren too di侃culrfor me ordinary readers to undersrand) as well as rhe introducrion of rhe laresr Wesrern 

contemporaryworks constirured (and srill constirures) mosr of rhe ]apanese academic activities in rne Wesrern 

Philosophy Deparrmenr. Dialog and debare， which reside ar rhe very core of rhe Wesrern philosophical 

tradirion， were replaced by an aurhorirarive monolog delivered by professors in rne classrooms. As far as rhe 

number of chairs and students are concerned，“Wesrern Philosophy" occupied rhe predominant place in rhe 

discipline of philosophy in rhe academic world in]♀pan， and rhe Indian and Chinese philosophies assumed 

rhe secondary and au 
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1・2Chinese ‘Philosophical' Tradition 

1n China， a Jesuit mission紅弥 JuIioAleni (1582ー1649)first provided a phonetic transcription of 

"philosophia" (斐録所非亜)in the 17th century， without being understood by the Chinese・1twas in 1898 

that Yan Fu厳復(1854-1921)gave ano出erphonetic transcription for “philosophy" (斐洛匙非)in his 

translation of A. Hωcley's“Evolution and Ethics，" and by referring to出eJapanese terminology， he gave 

the term of zhe-xue in his translation of J.5 Mill's On Libeのin1903. While Yan concentrated on English 

writings， Wang Guo-wei王国維(1877-1927)used白 sameterm in his introduction to German philoso-

phers like Kant， 5chopenhauer and Nietzsche through the magazine he edited， EducationaL WorLd W教育

世界~ (1901). 1t is said that the Prin中ん 01PhiLosophy W哲学要領~ (1903) by C訂Yuan-pei察元培

(1867-1940) contributed to the consolidation of the terminology in the Chinese language. Cai became 

President of the Beijing University in 1917， and invited to the university Hu 5hi胡適(1891-1962)，former 

student ofJ. Dewey and a Columbia University Ph.D. holder. It w且snot until the publication of Hu 5hi's 

OutLine 01品 stoヮザChinesePh出sophy W中国哲学史大綱~ (volume 1 was published in 1919 under the 

May 4th Nationalist Movement in protest against Japan's 21 demands after World War I) that Chinese trad-

itional thinking as a whole was for the first time categorized under the terminology of philosophy (zhe-xueう

(Kosaka 2005:62). 

Here， the contrast berween Japan and China is amply clear. Japan， which had invented the term 

tetsu-gaku， as the translation of “philosophy，" never applied it to the native genealogy of thinkers. 1n 

contrast， China openly declared that it has its own history of philosophy which is worth being compared 

with Western philosophy. By referring to the Hegelian schema of progress， Hu even claimed that Chinese 

philosophy will take a position in the future philosophy of the world. Another key person in this context 

is Feng You-lan謂友蘭(1895-1990)，who published the history of Chinese thought as HistoヮザChinese

PhiLosophy W中国哲学史~ in 1931 during the Japanese aggression called the“Manchurian 1ncidentプFeng

regarded institutionalized Confucianism as the fossilized叩 dsterilized phase of the doctrines of the ancient 

philosophers and claimed that the genuine Chinese tradition was restored by modernity introduced through 

reforms by Kang You-wei康有為(1858-1927). Beside the fact that Feng's conception apparently follows 

the Hegelian concept， it also h孟dthe merit of being in tune wi出 theMarxist interpretation. However， this 

may also reflect a Chinese native way of understanding history as a retrieval of the lost tradition (Kosaka 

2005:65). 

1hus， "philosophy" in the Chinese understanding is no longer regarded as a translated notion from 

the West but is to be treated by posterity as an innate and inherent category proper to Chinese thinking. A 

paradoxical consequence is that nowadays most of the Chinese professors of the Chinese Philosophy Depart-

ment share the conviction that zhe-xue existed since antiquity in China and that“philosophy" is nothing 

but a Western equivalent (only some lexicologists do not agree with this ide且).百le0伍cialinterpretation in 

China did not accept such an interpretation as to maintain that the term was introduced in China through 
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出e]apanese rranslation of the Western notion of “philosophy." More importantly， the spirir of practice 

in Marxist philosophy was similar to rhe Chinese ethical tradition of the Wang Yang-ming school， where 

pracrice and knowledge used to be closely connecred with each other so as to encourage political as well 

as spiritual revolution (though in China scholars put more emphasis on metaphysical speculation while in 

]apan the Yang-ming studies gain extremely ethical dimension). 

1-3 Kore姐 PhilosophicalSubjectivity 

In Korea， Yu K.iljun愈吉溶(1856-1914)，who had studied ar the Keio Gijuku school in ]apan， record-

ed the etymological idea of“philosophy" in his Seiyo Kenbun ~西遊見聞~ (1884)， observations during his 

stay in the U. 5. A. It was in the 1890s that出eenlightened thinking ofLocl王andRousseau， the utilitarian-

ism of Bentham as well as the idea of naturallaw by Montesquieu reached the Korean intellectuals. Among 

the early scholars， one should mention the name ofLee Chungiik李定稜(1841-1910)who studied Kant. 

Far from being a refuge丘omthe reality of ]apanese suppression and occupation， studying philosophy in 

Korea is said to have been recognized as a practical way of understanding and overcoming the suffering and 

the oppression inflicted by]apan upon the Korean race. 

It is also worth mentioning that the colonial rule gave birth to the nationalist resistance. Among 

the leading philosophers of the generation， 5hin Namcheol申南激 (1907-1958)and Park Chiwoo朴到

祐(1909-1949)were gradu紅白 fromthe Keijo Imperial University in 5eoul who became leading Maαー

ist philosophers in North Korea atter Koreゐ liberationfrom the ]apanese rule. Chon Wonbae回元培

(1903-1984)， graduating from the Kyoto Imperial University， participated in the foundation of the Korean 

Philosophers' Association in 1933. K.im Tuheon金斗憲(1903-1981)，graduating from the Tokyo Imperial 

University， became a leading scholar in Wesrern ethics紅白 5eoulUniversiy. Ahn Hosang安浩相(1902

1966)， who obtained his Ph.D. from the Bon University叩 dpublished Lectures ofPhilosopり『哲学講義』

in 1942， was to be nominated the first Director of the Department ofEducation in 50uth Korea. Han Chijin 

韓稚振(1901ー1)，who graduated from the 50uth California University and who was the author of the first 

general inttoduction of philosophy published in Korea， ~最新哲学概論~ (1936)， was abducted to North 

Korea and later went missing. 

Aft紅 白 defeatof]apan in 1945，品ndespecially since the Korean War in 1952， the People's Republic 

of Korea established the so-c証lled“5ubjectthinking"主体思想、，a North Korean interpretation of Marx-

Leninism， in which the people are designated as the su切ectcarrying out their own de日i町 ofrealizing the 

revolution. The Institute ofPhilosophical Research in Pyongyang published the HistoヮザKoreanPhilosophy， 

based on the materi旦listicideology in 1960 百le]apanese translation of the book in 1962 seems to have 

had a deep impact on some in 
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rule， but primarily in reference to rhe English empiricism (Li 2003). 

Generally speaking， Korean srudenrs of philosophy have nor raken ]apanese research in philosophy 

seriously. Nor only in Confucian srudies but also in Buddhisr srudies， Korea believes ir has occupied a 

superior posirion ro ]apan since叩 riquiry，and would nor recognize any merir in ]apanese culrures， which 

has been accused of vulgariry and believed ro have no merir orher rhan corrupring rhe good manners of 

rhe Koreans. Even rhe apparenr neurraliry in ]apanese scholars' philological approaches has been judged by 

Korean inrellecruals as proof of ]apan's inrellecrual irresponsibiliry for出eircolonial rule and usurparion. 

Unril recendy， Sourh Korean nationalisr scholars had good reason ro inrenrionally ignore ]apanese 

philosophical srudies.百lose]apanese who manifesred a guilry consciousness toward Korea were mosdy 

Marxisrs. Any conracr wirh rhem could easily lead ro dearh penalry in Sourh Korea under rhe milirary 

dicrarorship， whereas non-Marxisr ]apanese srudenrs were mosdy apolitical and ideology-free philologists. 

τheir scholarship， lacking in moraliry by defi.ni∞n， was judged de focto， and should have been judged de 

jure， wormless for Korean engaged narionalists. It was nor unril 1999 thar rhe Korean Association for 

Studies of ]apanese百lOughrwas founded in me Republic of Korea， and it has publicly declared rhat its 

main purpose consisrs of criricizing出eremaining rraces of the imperialisr ideology rhat is deep-roored in 

]apanese philosophy at large 

1-4 Crisis in Identity 

Chinese inrellectuals， for rheir part， have rraditionally shown Iirde inreresr in ]apan excepr as a conve-

nienr rransit port for the imporrarion of me latesr Western knowledge. While signifi.canr amounr ofWestern 

books were rerranslared via ]apanese rranslations in出epre-war period， Iirde attenrion has been円idro 

whar was happening in ]apan.百lesiruarion has not changed in recenr years. Of the 1701 scienrifi.c papers 

on foreign philosophy which rhe Research Cenrer of Philosophy of me Chinese Instirute of 50cial 5ciences 

published berween 1978 and 2000， only 87 articles have dealr with ]apan， covering no more than 5 percenr 

of rhe rotal (Bian 2005:74). 

Ir is rrue rh孟r]apanese publicarions like World Classics (which means in realiry Western classics) or 

(Wesrern)取 材ersofthe 2伊 Centuヮhavebeen recenrly rranslated inro Chinese. Still the Chinese reader-

ship is narurally not inreresred in rhe way ]apan has received and digesred these Wesrern classics and con-

remporary Wesrern rhinkers. Rerranslation from rhe ]apanese is promoted叩 dpermitted by rhe aumorities 

for rhe sake of convenience: partly because rranslated terminology in ]apanese by way of Chinese characters 

is quire helpful (if nor always re-urilizable)， 叩dparrly because ]apan did not suffer from the quasi-rotal dis-

communication wi出theWestern scholarship that China has suffered under srrong Moscow influence (since 

rhe 5ralin era) and especially during and a丘errhe Cultural Revolution. 

However， what is happening in recenr years is a grear challenge to Chinese inrellecrual hisrory. Let us 

look ar rhe Chinese rranslarion of a book on]. Derrida published in ] apan which wぉ renderedinro Chinese 

by a rranslaror who did not have any norion of rhe French original and for whom rhe English rranslarion 
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remained linguistically inaccessible. A simple glossary (which the ]apanese publishers are unwilling ro 

include， for fear of discouraging domestic purchase) would not suffice ro avoid interminぬleconfusions 

in terminology. Despite efforts at standardization， the Chinese characters used to rranscribe the main 

Western conremporary aurhors tend ro differ from one translation ro another， making it virtually impossible 

ro identi今identicalauthors (even for aurhors rhemselves who usually have no command of the Chinese 

language) unless rhe spel1ing was given in brackets (the names were often misspelled up until the 90s， but 

in recent years Chinese publications have starred rhe practice of mentioning the original spelling， making 

由 identificarionofWesrern au出ors'names easier出anthe ]apanese translations， which are usually lacking 

in them). 

百lemosr serious problem which remains even roday is the lack of communication. Many Chinese 

specialists in foreign languages， who are translaring出elaresr Wesrern publicarions， are not a1ways highly re-

specred by Chinese professors in rhe Chinese Philosophy Department. Few top-ranking Chinese scholars in 

Chinese philosophy willingly speak foreign languages，乱nddo nor know how rhe content of rheir urterances 

田 modifiedin interprerarion into Wesrern langu匂es.Among Chinese scholars， those who are f1uenr in 

Wesrern languages have lirrle contacr wirh rhose who are proficient in ]apanese. Mosr of rhe ]apanese schol-

ars in Chinese philosophy are， even nowadays， poor ar speaking Wesrern languages， and few目 morivaredro 

publish in Chinese. And mosr of rhe Wesrern scholars in Chinese srudies no longer speak Korean or ]apanese 

as easily as rheir senior disringuished reachers. In short， philosophical dialog or tri-log in rhe Far-Easr cannor 

be achieved wirhour relying on exceprionally ralenred scholars. 

2. Western Recognition of the Eastern Tradition 

Despire rhese inherent di伍culrieswhich srill remain， Oriental Philosophy gained a certain repuration 

in rhe West. Okakura Tenshin， whom 1 briefly mentioned， proposed a rriangulむ srrucrureof rhe Oriental 

spirir. IfIndia excels in religious spirirualiry (which is expressed in rhe emotion ofBuddhisr“mercy")， China 

boasrs irs intellecrual dimension in erhical rhinking. Combining rhese rwo main Asiaric currents， ]apan 

appears as an embodiment of rhe aesrheric aspecr of rhe Orient乱1culrure. 1hough debarable for irs highly 

narionalisric formulation， rhis triangular srrucrure curiously reminds us of the configuration of sφiot in 

Hebraic Kabbarall rhoughr， in whichηf加 tor beal可 isarticulared from rhe combination of Hesed or 

mercy and Geurah or jusrice (Izursu 1991:287). Okakura a1so compared rhe posirion of]apan as“rhe beach 

where each successive wave of Easrern rhoughr has lefr i岱 sand-rippleas ir bears against出enarional con-

sciousness" (1he Ideals ofthe East，1904). 

τhough extremely schemaric， rhis vision was parrly justified by rhe following publications. ]usr as 

Okakuras own 7he Book of Tea (1906) was a manifesro of rhe Oriental aesrhetics， Gu Hong-ming事鴻

銘 (1857-1928)，出elegendary Confucian scholar of rhe Qing Dynasry， published in English，争iritofthe 

Chinese People， which was translared into German孟sDer Geist des Chinesischen ~るlkes u. der Ausweg aus dem 

Krieg (1917) as a Confucian erhical message to Europe during the war百lesame year Rabindranath Tagore 
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(1861-1941)， rhe firsr Nobel Prize laureare in Lirerarure from Asia in 1913， published his Na抑制lismso 

as ro denounce Wesrern and Wesrernized hegemony (including rhar of ]apan) in defense of rhe search for 

spirirualiry. Contemporary ro Paul Valery's“Crise de I'Occident，" rhese publicarions by Oriental aurhors 

also precede Osward Spengler's 1he Decline 0/ the Occident (1920). 

2-1 Japan's Invention ofOriental Aesthetics 

Okakura's vision of rhe Asian Civilizarions which was proposed ar rhe beginning of rhe 20<h century 

attained a cerrain maruriry in rhe 1930s， when紅白mprswere made ro rheorerically elaborare rhe so-called 

Oriental aesrherics. Since we have already examined elsewhere rhe revival of Chinese aesrherics norions in rhe 

modern era (Inaga 2001)， ler us limir ourselves here ro rhe examinarion of rhe so-called ]apanese aesrherics. 

τhe only vocabulary of ]apanese aesrherics rhar were admirred into the 0.ゆrdEnglish Dictionary are yugen， 

wabi日 dsabi. Why could only these three concepts， among so many others， obrain a “civil righ t" so ro 

speak in rhe English language? 

百lererm yugen幽玄 appearsfor the first rime in Arrhur Waley's Noh Plays 0/ ]apan (1928) which 

explains rhe term as“meaning thar which lies under出esurface， vague and opposire of rhe obvious， 

suggestion rarher出ana manifestation."百lOughthe notion srems from classical Chinese， ir was elaborared 

by medieval ]apanese aesrherics and performance arrs. Sabi寂び， for its turn， appears in rhe book on Noh 

gaku (1932) by Bearrice Lane Suzuki (-1938) treating rhe same medieval Noh drama.百lethird expression 

wabi{宅び isseen in Suzuki Daisersu's鈴木大拙 (1870-1966)highly infiuential Essays in Zen (1934)， with 

the phrase “Eternal Loneliness is somerhing known pre-eminemly in ]apan." Suzuki Daisersu also explains 

sabi as follows:“Sabi consists in rustic unprerentiousness or archaic imperfection， apparent simpliciry or 

effortlessness in execurion，叩drichness in hisrorical associarionsアτhisbeing said， our next question would 

be: why were these specific terms frequenrly discussed during the 1930s? 

First， ir musr be pointed out that in contemporary ]apan， Zeami世阿弥(1364-1443)，known until 

then as a Noh play acror， was recognized for the firsr rime in the 1910s as a play writer and singled out in 

the hisroriography of ]apanese literature. Simultaneously， the aesthetic term yugen， which had never been 

parricularly used， became a key-term in the ]apanese hisrory of ideas. A hypothesis for the succession from 

yugen ro sabi seems ro be advanced and established around Ota Mizuho大田水穂(1876-1955)，who， by 

claiming this succession， revived the haikai poerry master， Matsuo Bashδ 松尾芭蕉(1644ー1694)rogerher 

with his aesrherics of sabi (Inaga 2005). 

Ota's idea showed a clear distinction from the dominant views whi 
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新古今和歌集 (NewCollection 0/ Ancient and Modern Poems) edited in 1201. If a very schematic interpreta-

tion is allowed， the medievalism in ]apan may correspond to the revival of the vernacular literature of late 

medieval Europe， which is alien to both Greek archaism and Roman classicism， but contains乱 coreto the 

Renaissance of the nationalliterature. 

2-2 Construction of“]apanese-ness" Discour間

Contemporary ]apanese scholars in "nationalliterature"国文学 weresearching for the“essence of the 

national literatureプHisamatsuSen'ichi久松潜一(1894-1976)distils three spiritual qualities， I.e. makoto 

(“truthfulness" corresponding to the archaic style)， monoaware (emotional attuning to the passing world 

which contains a sentiment of resignation typically expressed， according to Motoori， in the Tale 0/ Genji) and 

yugen. Clearly Hisamatsu is trying to synthesize the above mentioned three characteristics by claiming that 

the early medieval antitheticalliterary spiritual qualities like aware and okashi (more or less lyrical comic) are 

fused into profundity by the medieval notion of yugen. Likewise， Okazaki Yoshie岡崎義恵(1892-1982)，

by referring to the German philology of F. Schleiermacher or W Dilthey， insisted upon the importance of 

the“fusing" as a distinctive character of the ]apanese literary history.百lisidea shows a clear similarity with 

the notion of“Rahmenlosigkeit' or frame-less-ness proposed byTsuzumi Tsuneyoshi鼓常良(1887-1981)in 

his KunstJapans (1927) as a basic concept of]apanese aesthetics in contrast to the Western tradition where 

a clear distinction is maintained between literary and artistic genres. 

To these medieval revivalist interpretations， a Marxist scholar， Kondo Tadayoshi近藤忠義(1901-

1976) riposted by saying that yugen reflects the escapist spirit of the mediev乱1period which was concocted 

by the sedimentation of the corruptive maturity of the feudalistic aristocratic society of the previous late 

Heian period.τhough Kondo's view of the medieval era is negative (and a similar view is still a dominant 

o伍cialinterpretation of ]apanese literature taught in mainland Chinese normal schools)， he nonetheless 

shares with the proponents of medievalism the idロ thatthe medieval period created a matrix of the ]apanese 

character. In addition we may detect that， despite their oppositions，出eyall saw in the yugen notion， not 

an aesthetic element but a principle of coordin乱tingnational char旦cter百lIsfunctionalistic approach leads 

contemporary ]apanese scholars to the search of the ]apanese-ness as an essence of the Oriental aesthetics 

(Let us note here a clear aggrandizing of “]apanese" into “Oriental" aesthetics， an aspect which we critically 

studied in Inag且2001).

A typical case would be Onishi Yoshinori大西克嘩(1888-1
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West， whereas in the East， because of the advantageous position of the nature-aesthetics rnornenr， they are 

generated as aware， yugen， and sabi respec口vely(Otabe 2002・155)

2-30bscur四 tisrnωtheOriental Illurnination 

Onishi is satisfied by allocating several ]apanese aesthetic terrns tO an auxiliary position of Western 

aesthetics categories. Still， throughour his rninute analysis of waka poerns， Onishi poinrs out that a clear 

distinction berween art and nature， which characterizes出eWest， is lacking in the ]apanese poetiα， where 

the hurnan self tends to fuse inro nature. He also looks into the “subtleness"叩 d“stillness"of the ] apanese 

aesthetic contemplation which shows particular inrerest in the D仰 ke!heit(Gerrnan in the texr)叩 d出E刀φ

which deny clear verbal articulations.百lefarnous essay陰騎礼賛“Elogede l' ornbre" (1933) by the rnodern 

]apanese writer Tanizaki ]un'ichirδ 谷11崎潤一郎(1886-1965)was alrnost conrernporary to Onishi's sober 

philosoprucal reflection. A!though Onishi regarded ]apanese aesthetic conceptsぉ“irrelevanピ， in a Western 

conrext， it rnust be recognized that the Orienrals of the period were se且rchingfor aesthetic concepts which 

rnay be classifiable by， but not reduced to， the Occidenral category. 

百leessence of ]apanese aestherics had to be forrnulated in the delicate rnargin berween cornpatibiliry 

with the Western canon (which was the condirion for acceptabiliザ)叩dirreducibiliry tO Western specifici-

ties (which was the condition for rhe clairn of originaliry).百lespirirual profundiry (Dunkelheit or刀φ)

which was useful so as tO give the irnpression of not easily accessible to出eWestern叩 alyticalappararus was 

also a necess紅 ycondition to rneet the Western expectation， and which was subject tO an inevitable tendency 

to obscuranrisrn by which ]apanese aesrhetics was rnarked. Heidegger's farnous notion of Verborgenheit and 

the idea of aletheia were not tangenrial to this inclination. Our third question is tO ask if these conditions 

were inherenr to the Orienr (and especially to ]apan， in our present conrext) or was it rather concorniranr 

with the Wesrern inner (or innare?) logic of philosophical and aesthetic srudies. 

3. The Western Empire Fights Back 

As we have seen， Okakura， Tagore and Gu were arnong rhe rare Orienral philosophers and aesrheti-

cians who could articul脱出eirideas direcdy in Wesrern languages. In conrrast， the following generarion 

(at least in ]apan) like Onishi or Taniz必， no longer rnanifesred their ideas direcdy in Wesrern languages. 

Whar they arriculated in their narive tOngue was rhe rnerit of obscuriry of their aesthetic旦ppreciations.Even 

Okakura e10quendy rnanifested出evalue of rhe lack of eloquence as one of the essenrial aesrheric features 

of rhe Orienrals. Why was such a negative attirude dorninanr? And whar was rhe Occidenral reaction to rhe 

Orienral selιassertion? 

Ler us exarnine one of rhe rnosr cornplex cases・TheFrench extrerne-right nationalisr criric， Henri 

Massis (1886-1970)， accused such Orienrals as “Okakuras， Coornaraswarnys， Tagores" of being “pseudo-

Orienrals." In Massis' view， all of thern were producrs ofWestern educarion， and rherefore rhey were arrned 

with the weapons thar rhe West had provided thern (Hue 2000). A sirnilar argurnenr is srill prevailing.百le
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Western academia expects from the East “fundamental contributions" which the West c叩 notexpect of i ts 

own accord. And yet，“contribution" deserves to be recognized as contribution so long as it is “digestible" or 

“edible" in the Western logic of philosophy. However， so long as it is “digestible，" it is at best regarded as an 

addendum to the Western episteme. On the contrary， if some typically Oriental thinking is shown to the 

West， it simply would not be accepted bec孟useit is alien to the very notion of philosophy. 

1his mech証nism of inclusion and exclusion can lead to an absurd consequence: Exemplary 

contributions from the East are not typically Eastern， as they already conform to Western philosophy. 

Typically Eastern contributions cannot be appreciated as such but are rejected in the West， as they do not 

belong to the Western category of philosophy. Nietzsche said in his Wille zur Macht:“百 inkingrationally 

simply means interpreting according to出eschema that we cannot get rid of" (Nietzsche 1954: 358). Such 

a tautological immune system ofWestern philosophy not only accounts for the ways that ]apanese aesthetics 

were formulated in an obscure and negative fashion by Onishi Yoshinori in the late 1940s， but also pardy 

suggests the logical reason why fundamental contributions丘omthe East could not be recognized as such in 

出eWestern concept of philosophy. 

3-1 Double-Decker Modernity 

Karl Lowi出 (1897-1973)，who was in exile in ]apan during World War 11 due to his ]ewish origin， 

made a revealing observation in this context. According to him， ]apanese students study all the philosophi-

cal works from Plato to Heidegger in their study room at the second floor， but they usually live in a purely 

]apanese fashion on the first floor (L加 ithdid not mention “Western" philosophy， for“philosophy" did 

not mean for him anything but Western philosophy).τhe problem is that he could not find any ladder 

to connect the開 ofloors.百lOughcommonplace， his remark shows a basic condition in which Western 

philosophical knowledge was accepted (or wisely put aside) in a non机 sterncultural sphere， named Japan， 

in the modern era. Between the ¥JCらsternizedsecond floor and the domestic first floor， what kind of relation-

ship could (or had to) the knowledge entertain? Or if the connection was not established and could not be 

maintained as Lowi也氏marked，what could it mean? 

When we talk about the possibility ofintercultural dialog， we suppose as a prerequisite individuals who 

are capable of articulating his/her own ideas in a common working language. However， Lるwith'sassertion 

suggests that there is a discontinuiry between the philosophical formulation in Western language and pre-

philosophical vernacular cultures. In order for an Oriental to be capable of taking p紅 tin an intercultural 

dialog， he or she must be ready to bridge the connection between出efirst and the second floor within oneself 

byway ofinner dialog. One is expected to transl孟teone's own vernacular language into another philosophical 

language which is supposed to be universally valid (and recognizable in the Western academia).百 is

translation process inevitably accompanies a sense of selιbetrayal， which H. Massis maliciously revealed. 

Traduttore e traditore， indeed， but without this self-deceit one cannot put up a ladder between出efirst 

“'vernacul紅"日oorand the second “global" floor (Inaga 1999). 
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3・2C阻 Nothingnessbe a Philosophical Subject? 

Shimomura Torataro下村寅太郎(1902-1995)，a distinguished scholar in the hisrory of science， gives 

a releva川氏counron this inevitably asymmetrical passage and lack of reciprociry. While Western thinking 

(including Islamic thinking) is argumenrative and dialogical， he observes that Orienral thinking tends ro 

avoid verbal urrerance. Confucius declared that clever urterance日 dembellishmenr lacks in moraliry (巧言

令色鮮仁).Ir is of course a simple hypothesis to recognize in the refusal and volunrary avoidance of verbal 

utterance the essenrial characteristics ofOrienral philosophy and aesthetics. Still， so long as the West inrends 

to find in the East something antithetical叩 doppositional to the West， it was a logical consequence that 

the Orienral themselves had ro single out as their essence something that is not easily assimilated into the 

Western logic (Shimomura 19651 2005: 25). Sabi， wabi or yiigen may be palpable examples of this sort. Ir 

was the Wesrerners' own desire ro summon the unknown th訂 invitedthe unwelcome. A ]apanese scholar in 

aesthetics， Onishi， had to choose the specific aesthetic terms in ]apanese literature while being quite logically 

aware in advance that these key concepts he analyzed would be of little relevance in the Western philosophi-

cal conrext. 

Here lies the logical mechanism ofWestern refusal of the so-called Orienral philosophy. Since Hegel's 

famous denial of recognizing any philosophical episteme in the Orienr (in his 防r!esungenuber die Geschichte 

der Philosophie) (Hegel 1980: 138庄)，up until the categorical condemnation of the Kyoro school philoso-

phers to Nazi sympathetic rotalitarianism by recenr American theory-orienred ]apanese studies (Maraldo， 

Arisaka， Parl王es2005)， the consistency is remarkable.百lissystematic will ofWestern self defense also finds its 

illustrations among such divergenr thinkers as M. Heidegger (who monopolizes the philosophical thinking 

as the Greek-German heritage in his 1ぬsist Philosophie ? in 1957) and A. Danro (who manifests his unwill-

ingness to draw any lesson from Orienral thought and moral philosophy) (Danro 1972: x-xi). 

3-3 Articulating What Should Remain Non-Verbal 

百lereverse side of the same logic stigmatized Orienral philosophy. Indeed， if Orienral philosophy can 

exist as something worth being recognized as such by the West， it has to verbally articulare the thinking which 

is supposed (by the Western logic) to refuse the verbal artic山 tion.Verbalize what should remain by nature 

non-verbal. Here is the birth trauma of Orienral philosophy as it was anricipated by the Western dialectic 

百lIsimperative constitutes the self-treachery without which Orienral philosophy cannot be recognized by 

the West. In other words， Oriental philosophy can exist only as a self-negation. To give logical attire to what 

refuses ro be harnessed by the very logic itself without thereby damaging or denaturalizing it. Such was the 

impossible task that Oriental philosophy had to assume. 

At the same time， this logical impossibiliry of Orienral philosophy leads ro another importanr conse-

quence・IfWesternphilosophy relies upon出edialectic (dia帥 tike)and dialog (dialegein)， Orienral philoso-

p句 asit is defined according to Western logic， does not (have the right ro) enrer in the process of dialectic 

with its Western counrerpart， because Orienral philosophy refuses (and should refuse by definition) logos 
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How is it possible to make a dialog with something which refuses to be且ttunedto logos. Or， to putit an-

other way， a dialog with what is inevitably denatutalized by assuming the logical attire， cannot be anything 

but a falsification. Consequendy， Oriental philosophy can exist in so far as it reveals its incapacity ofholding 

a dialog with Western philosophy. And yet this incapacity of dialog also implies， quite logically， that Oriental 

philosophy is by definition useless for Wesrern philosophy， for ir is lacking in dialog capability. The only 

possibility le丘forOriental philosophy would be to logically analyze in a Western style the refusal of logical 

thinking in Oriental thinking目百lIslack of symmetry and the refusal of reciprocal knowledge is nor the fault 

of Oriental philosophy. Far from that， it is the logical consequence of the prerequisite which the Occident 

imposed upon rhe Orient as its only possible and logically tolerable response to rhe Occident. 

Here， rhe conventional hypothesis of dialog berween the West and rhe East is negared by rhe very 

inherent logic of the philosophy irself. For， rhe only possibility of Oriental philosophy resides in irs impos-

sibility to dialoging with Western philosop匂 Ifsuch were the reason why many Wesrern philosophers since 

Hegel refused to acknowledge the Orient rhe right to have irs own philosophy， their fear should be justified. 

For Oriental philosophy worthy of the name defies rhe Western philosophical rradition to maintain irs 

dialogical principle irself，叩dmenace ir wirh self destruction. Indeed how is ir possible to dialog wirh whar 

refuses to dialog?τhe destruction of rhe dialogical principle would be a logical consequence of the definition 

of Oriental philosophy irself which the West has formulared and framed 

Lるwithwas deploring the lack of rhe connecring ladder berween the East and the West. However， once 

the connecting ladder is in place， an unexpected logical chain would bring about a carasrrophe. Needless to 

say，“rhe Orienピ， here is only an operarional sign of our philosophical exercise and it may b巴 inrerchange孟ble

wirh other potential men乱ceswhich the West (孟lsoan operarional sign) is capable of conceiving. In rhe lighr 

of this exercise of elemenrary logic， we should undersrand better rhe reason why the West has to fear rhe 

redskins， the yellow peril and black power.百lephantom of an Henri Massis is srill surviving and hovering 

around. One cannor entert 
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